
August 1, 2014

Diocese of Sault Ste Marie
30 Ste Anne Rd
Sudbury, Ontario
P3C 5E1

Re: Visual Structural Review (Revised December 15, 2014)
Church of the Sacred Heart 
Sturgeon Falls,  Ontario
Our Project No. 14066C

On Tuesday, July 29, 2014 Anrep Krieg Desilets Gravelle Ltd. carried out a non-destructive
visual review of the original church complex of Sacred Heart Church located in Sturgeon Falls,
Ontario.  This review was a preliminary structural walk through to note any signs of structural
stress, deterioration or concerns.  This report should not be construed as a complete structural
assessment since this was not within the scope of the current mandate.  A complete structural
assessment was not possible, at the time of our review, due to architectural finishes and access
restriction.  If a complete structural review is required we would suggest that ceilings and
wall/column finishes be removed so the  the structural framing can be seen and assessed.  

We have included photographs at the back of this report that will be referred to throughout. For
the purpose of this report the front entrance of the church will be referred to as the south face. 
The building is one storey with basement and south balcony area.  The corner stone at the front
of the church is dated 1914 making the building 100 years in age.  The building is constructed
with exterior load bearing stone walls and interior support columns, the roof system is heavy
timber wood framed.  Ground floor framing, as well as the balcony, could not be determined due
to ceilings and architectural finishes in these areas.  There is an addition to the original church
out the north west side of the original building, our current review was limited to the original 100
year old church.  

The front entrance stairs of the church are shown in photograph #1.  The steps and side walls of
these stairs are showing signs of deteriorated concrete and corroded concrete.  The stair
deterioration shown in photograph #2 is to the point that the east and west portions of the stairs
have been closed due to safety reasons and only the centre portion of the stairs is now being
accessed by the public.   The deterioration of these stairs is to a greater extent than can be
seen from the top.  We accessed below these stair via an access panel on the west side wall of
the stairs.  The construction of the stairs is cast in place reinforced concrete slab which is
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supported on a series of steel beams which in turn are supported on concrete piers, stub walls
and the exterior side walls.  Review of the structural framing from below the stairs raises
structural concerns.  The concrete stairs slab is showing corrosion and deterioration on its
underside also but what is of most concern is that the steel support beams have corroded to the
point that they are structurally inadequate.  Photographs 3 to 6 show some of the deterioration
that has occurred.  We used a hammer at one location to remove the rust from the bottom
flange of the beam to determine the extent of deterioration.  At this location when hit the bottom
flange it fell off and there was nothing left of the beam as can be seen in photograph #6.  The
corrosion of the concrete slab on the top and bottom of the stairs, the deterioration of the side
walls and especially the corrosion and total deterioration of the steel support beams raises
structural concerns and the structural adequacy of these front stairs is highly questionable.  We
are of the opinion that the structural deterioration of the front stairs is such that they are not
currently safe for their intended use and should be removed and reconstructed.  

The ground floor interior was reviewed.  Exact structural framing could not be seen or
determined due to architectural finishes covering structural framing and support structure. 
Support of the large roof structure of the church is by the exterior stone walls and a series of
support columns running the length of the church near the exterior walls as can be seen in
photographs 7 and 8.  These interior support columns are the load carrying elements that carry
the majority of the roof load.  It is very visual upon inspection of these columns that they are
excessively out of plumb (photographs 7 and 8).  The columns on the west slope out towards
the west at their tops while the ones along the east slope out to the east, this is evident just by
looking at them.  The extent these columns are out of plumb can be seen in photographs 9 and
10.  A four foot level was used and it can be seen that the columns are one to two inches out of
plumb in four feet which translates to them being eight to fifteen inches out of plumb over their
entire height.  The extent that these columns are from the vertical and the amount of roof
structure that they support raises structural concerns.  Columns are vertical load carrying
components and if out of plumb the load produces eccentricities and additional induced
stresses that will severely limit the load carrying ability of the column.  The extent these columns
are out of plumb raises structural concerns that they do not have adequate capacity to safely
carry the roof loading in their current configuration.  

The roof structure was accessed by an attic access hatch loaded on the south balcony near the
east exterior wall.  The roof framing is heavy timber framed as can be seen in photographs 11
and 12.  Heavy timber rafters slope down from the peak and are supported by timber posts
which are assumed to align with the posts on the ground floor.  The heavy timber rafters support
crosser timbers which pick up 2x rafter framing above (photograph 11).  We have produced a
cross section drawing of the assumed framing supporting the roof structure of the church in
which we have tried to reflect the sloping of the columns that were observed, this drawing can
be found at the back of this report titled SK-1.  It should be noted that no accurate
measurements have been taken to date and the drawing provided is schematic in nature to
depict the framing and to provide a visual aid.  As can be seen in this drawing the heavy timber
rafters are supported on a timber post.  These timber posts were noted to be out of plumb in the
opposite direction to those below on the ground floor, that is the bases of these posts are farther
towards the exterior walls and they slope in towards the building, as shown in SK-1 and
photograph 13.  These columns were also noted to be checked as seen in photograph 14.  It is
our opinion that the roof rafter system has spread out at its base pushing the top of the ground
floor columns and the base of the attic columns out.  This would cause a slight drop in the roof
peak.  
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The extent the columns are out of plumb and the amount that they have moved causes
structural concern.  The amount of movement noted in the roof system raises concerns at
connections and bearing locations.  This amount of movement could cause timber beams to be
close to falling off their bearing and connections could be distorted to the point that structural
stresses are now induced.  The amount the columns are out of plumb also give rise to concerns
as to their capacity, in this deformed state, to safely carry their intended load.  It is our opinion
that a detailed investigation of the roof framing and support structure is required and remedial
work carried out in order to ensure the structural integrity of the roof structure.  Columns should
be exposed to determine their size, condition, their connection top and bottom and if they can
be straightened or require replacement.  The roof framing should be measured and movement
investigated including if the exterior walls have been pushed out or the roof framing has slid out
over top of them.  It maybe determined that the most economical repair option would be the
removal of the roof and the construction of new support columns with a new pre-fabricated
wood truss roof system.

The basement was reviewed and it appears that the columns of the ground floor carry down
through the basement area with the addition of additional columns between.  The framing could
not be seen in this area and could not be reviewed (photographs 17 and 18).  The columns that
support the columns of the ground floor should be opened up and their connections and
conditions reviewed.  

A general walk around the exterior of the building was conducted.  In general the stone masonry
appears to be in good condition with no large cracking noted that would indicate ground
settlement.  It was noted that mortar had deteriorated at a few locations and repairs are
required.  As any building of this age, that is constructed of masonry, repointing should be
carried out as regular maintenance which appears has been done in the past.  

As stated above we find the front stairs to be structurally unsafe and the structural integrity of
the roof framing and support structure to be highly questionable.  It is our opinion that the front
stairs require reconstruction and that a detailed structural investigation of the roof framing
should be carried out immediately.  
 
It is hoped that the above meets your current needs.  If we can be of any further assistance
please contact us. 

Yours very truly,

ANREP KRIEG DESILETS GRAVELLE LTD.

Wayne Gravelle P.Eng.
Partner/VP
attached: Drawing SK-1, photographs (9 pages)






















